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Coronavirus:
"some delays to
garlic and ginger"
Suppliers of garlic and ginger yet to see
adverse affects from coronavirus, but
JDM Food Group warn of shortages later
in March
ritish garlic and ginger suppliers
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consignment arrivals at UK ports.
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“It hasn’t affected prices, as we’re on long-
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“Further crop shortages are expected in the
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“Garlic and ginger prices from China have

“JDM prices to existing retail customers

with full supply from China to all their

barely changed since before the start of the

remain unchanged as a result of the virus.

customers, at previously agreed prices.”

Covid-19 virus. Price movement in the UK

At present, notwithstanding the pressures

is largely driven by the lack of supply.

of the virus in China, JDM are confident
that they will move forward
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